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Abstract
A new generalization of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) registration algorithm is introduced
and incorporated into a complete algorithm for registering retinal images. ICP works by iterating
two steps: matching points based on the current transformation estimate and refining the estimate based on the matches. It requires a good initial estimate. By contrast, the Dual-Bootstrap
ICP algorithm only requires an initial estimate that is a “toe hold” on the correct alignment —
accurate only locally, over a small image region, and perhaps using a lower-order transformation
than is needed to accurately align the entire images. The algorithm iteratively “bootstraps” both
the region over which the model is accurate and the chosen transformation model, using a robust
version of standard ICP restricted to the bootstrap region during each iteration. The covariance
of the transformation estimate controls both bootstrap processes. The algorithm is designed to
handle several difficult circumstances in registration: (a) data from which relatively poor initial
estimates can be reliably obtained, (b) data that has structural (geometric) complexity such as
multiple proximate curves and surfaces, (c) data that has many missing or extraneous points,
and (d) image pairs that have low overlap. In registering retinal image pairs, the Dual-Bootstrap
ICP algorithm is initialized from similarity transformation estimates obtained by matching individual or pairs of vascular landmarks, and it aligns images based on blood vessel centerlines
to produce quadratic transformations. On tests involving approximately 6000 image pairs, it
successfully registered 99.5% of the pairs containing at least one common landmark, and 100%
of the pairs containing at least one common landmark and 35% overlap or higher. This near
flawless performance enables a variety of applications.
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Introduction

1.1

The Iterative Closest Point Algorithm

The iterative closest point (ICP) registration algorithm was invented almost simultaneously
in the early 1990’s by several different research groups [3, 12, 14, 49, 78], and has been used
in many different applications since then [22, 43, 49, 55]. ICP is a point-based registration
algorithm, where the “points” may be raw measurements such as (x, y, z) values from range
images, intensity points in three-dimensional medical images [24, 29], and edge elements, corners
and interest points [64] that locally summarize the geometric structure of the data. ICP should
be used when correspondences between the point sets are not known and when matching based
on the properties of individual points (and their surroundings) does not produce a large enough
set of unique correspondences to precisely align the two data sets.
To fix the idea of the ICP algorithm, let I1 and I2 denote the two data sets and let θ be the
parameter vector of the transformation mapping the coordinate system of I1 onto the coordinate
system of I2 . ICP iterates two main steps: (1) using a fixed estimate, θ̂, the transformation
is applied to each point from image dataset I1 and the closest point in image dataset I2 is
found as a temporary match, and (2) using constraints formed from these matches, a new best
estimate θ̂ is computed. (In some cases, matches are only formed implicitly [12].) This process
is repeated until the estimate θ̂ stabilizes. Different instantiations of the ICP algorithm use
different combinations of image points, distance metrics, and transformation models. These affect
convergence rates and accuracy, but not the general structure of the algorithm. Clearly, as an
iterative minimization algorithm, ICP requires proper initialization, and a variety of techniques
may be used: application specific constraints [54, 55], image-wide measures on the data sets such
as statistical moments and geometric attributes [35, 38], multiresolution methods [24], and initial
matching of distinctive features [16, 19, 67, 74].
The literature on ICP has concentrated on initialization, efficient matching [1, 60], and applications, while leaving the algorithmic structure unchanged. The motivating observation of
this paper is different, however: there are situations where initial estimates alone are not enough
to ensure that ICP will convergence to an accurate transformation estimate. We illustrate the
problem in the context of registering images of the human retina and then consider general properties of the problem. Figure 1 shows two different images of the same retina taken at the same
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time. The viewpoint of the images is somewhat different, and different regions of the retina are
well-focused in the images. The features used in registration are the branching and cross-over
points of the vasculature (seen in Figure 1(a) and (b)) and the centerline points of the vasculature
(Figure 1(c) and (d)). The former are used for initialization of ICP, whereas the latter are used
in the iterative steps of ICP. In this case, only the landmark circled in (a) and (b) is in common
between the two images. Computing an initial similarity transformation based on aligning this
landmark and the surrounding vasculature yields the alignment shown in Figure 2(a). Starting a
robust version of ICP algorithm from this initial estimate and letting it converge yields the incorrect result shown in Figure 2(b). This is based on using a similarity transformation throughout
and then switching at the end to a quadratic transformation [11] that accounts for the curvature
of the retina. If instead the quadratic transformation is used immediately, a similar incorrect
result is obtained.
This example illustrates a general problem with ICP algorithms — convergence to an incorrect final registration starting from an initial estimate that locally appears correct. Since ICP
algorithms have been used successfully in a variety of applications, it is important to outline the
circumstances under which this problem can arise. An intuitive discussion is given here, with a
technical analysis saved for later in the paper. The problem can arise under a combination of
the following four circumstances:1
Geometric data complexity: Repetitive structures such as meshes, multiple elongated structures such as blood vessels and nerve fibers, and high-frequency structure such as in brain
images create many opportunities for mismatches when there are even small misalignments.
Such complexity raises the level of accuracy required in the initial estimate.
Data quality: Low data quality means that points and even whole structures (e.g. individual
blood vessels) can appear in one image, but be missing in another. (For the images in
Figure 1, within the region that is common between the images only 63% of the centerline points are in common; image-wide this drops to 58%.) These “outliers” can cause
mismatches that skew the parameter estimates, converting small misalignments into much
larger ones.
1

We are ignoring for this paper the difficulties of multimodal registration where different imaging modalities
make completely different structures — bone vs. soft tissue — prominent [22].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Illustrating retinal fundus images of an unhealthy eye (nonexudative age-related macular degeneration) together with image features used in ICP registration. Panels (a) and (b)
show the images, with landmarks extracted by our retinal image tracing algorithm [8, 27]. The
landmarks are branching and cross-over points of the retinal vasculature. These are used in
initializing ICP. Panels (c) and (d) show the centerline points obtained by the tracing algorithm
and used in the iterative steps of ICP. Many inconsistencies in the two sets of traces may be
observed.
Low overlap: Low overlap can cause similar problems to low-quality data, except that there
is coherence to what’s missing — entire image regions. Low overlap is challenging for
initialization based on image-wide measures and on multiresolution methods. Moreover, it
raises the level of significance of each constraint used in registration, implying that more
accuracy is required of each.
High-order transformation models: These require more constraints to initialize and can
introduce greater distortions in the data sets. In the example shown, a 12-parameter,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The results of applying standard ICP to the images shown in Figure 1. Panel (a) shows
the initial alignment based on the single correct correspondence. Trace points from the image
shown in Figure 1(a) are shown in black and trace points from the image shown in Figure 1(b)
are shown in white. The red square on the bottom left shows the accurate alignment surrounding
the initial correspondence. Panel (b) shows the alignment result after ICP convergence. The
alignment is extremely poor due to the mismatches in the upper region.
quadratic transformation is necessary to solve the registration problem, but it can’t be
estimated accurately from the single correct initial landmark correspondence.

1.2

The Dual-Bootstrap ICP Algorithm: Main Ideas

This paper presents a new registration algorithm, called the “Dual Bootstrap ICP”, that is
designed to handle each of these circumstances. It works when initialization provides just a “toe
hold” on the correct estimate of the transformation, and successfully registers images such as the
pair shown in Figure 1. The approach, demonstrated in Figure 3, is based on three important
ideas:
The Bootstrap Region: The algorithm works on the “bootstrap region”. This region, R,
is defined as the image region over which the transformation is considered accurate. It
determines a set of points to which the ICP algorithm is applied. Initially, R is small, surrounding the points used to generate an initial estimate. The bootstrap region is gradually
grown (bootstrapped) to an image-wide, accurate transformation estimate.
Robust ICP: A robust version of ICP, including a carefully estimated error scale, is used
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throughout the bootstrapping process to avoid skewed estimates due to mismatches.
Bootstrapping the Model: Rather than using a single, fixed transformation model, different
models are used in different bootstrap regions, starting from a simple model for the initial
bootstrap region and gradually evolving to a higher-order model as the bootstrap region
grows to describe the entire data set. Model selection techniques [7, 75], which depend
fundamentally on the parameter estimate covariance matrix, are used to automatically
select the transformation model for each bootstrap region.
Thus, the term “dual-bootstrap” refers to simultaneous growth in the bootstrap region and the
transformation model order. It is applied to one or more initial bootstrap regions independently,
ending with success when one bootstrap region R is expanded to a sufficiently-accurate, imagewide transformation.

1.3

Retinal Image Registration

The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm is described as a general technique, but then applied to
retinal image registration. This is an important application and, as shown above, illustrates the
major difficulties of ICP registration. Registering retinal images taken at different times — with
time gaps ranging from minutes, to hours, to days, to a year or more — can form the basis for
measuring (a) the effect of surgery [25, 40, 61, 69], (b) the progress of diseases [34, 41, 42, 48],
and (c) the impact of drugs and nutritional supplements [20, 28, 52]. Retinal image registration
can also be used for montaging images to obtain a complete view of the retina, and to integrate
ordinary retinal fundus images with angiograms showing blood flow in both the retinal and
choroidal vasculature [18, 73].

2

Robust ICP Problem Formulation

We start by presenting a mathematical problem formulation for point-based registration algorithms. This will provide a formal context for the main contributions of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP
algorithm. One difference between this formulation and standard versions is the use of robust
estimation [31, 59, 70].
The formulation starts with two sets of point vectors, P = {pi } from image I1 and Q = {qj }
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3: Illustrating the Dual Bootstrap ICP algorithm in retinal image registration using the
images and feature points shown in Figure 1 and the initial alignment shown in Figure 2. In
each iteration, a robust version of ICP is applied only in the bootstrap region, Rt , indicated
by the red rectangle in each figure. The transformation is only required to be accurate in this
bootstrap region. Also in each iteration, the best transformation model (in this case, similarity,
reduced-quadratic, or quadratic — see Table 1) is automatically selected and the bootstrap
region is grown. Several increments of this process are shown in the panels, and the model
selected in each bootstrapping iteration is indicated. Panel (e) shows the final alignment using
a 12-parameter quadratic model.
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from image I2 . These points could be as simple as (x, y, z)T coordinates taken from range images,
or they could be descriptions of edge elements, interest points [64, 68], corner locations [32], or
other image structures. The problem is to find the transformation parameters, θ, and associated
set of correspondences, C ⊂ P × Q, that minimize an appropriate error distance. A general
objective function to be minimized can be written as

E(θ, σ; C) =

X

ρ(d(M (θ; pi ), qj )/σ).

(1)

(pi ,qj )∈C

The components of this objective function are described as follows:
• M (θ; pi ) is the mapping of pi into the coordinate system of I2 based on transformation
parameter vector θ. A common and simple case of this mapping is a rigid transformation
of a point coordinate vector from <n to <n . The mapping may be more general and it
may be extended to apply to tangent vectors, normal vectors, and other geometric or even
photometric properties [23, 39].
• d(M (θ; pi ), qj ) is a distance metric in the coordinate system of I2 between the mapped
vector and the corresponding vector qj .2 The distance metric depends on the types of point
vectors. For detected corner points, interest points or other image landmarks, the natural
metric is the Euclidean distance. For points that are samples from smooth regions of curves
or surfaces, point-to-line or point-to-plane normal distances are generally more appropriate
[3, 14]. These alternatives are illustrated using an example in Figure 4. Algebraically, if
η̂ j is the line (2d) or plane (3d) normal, then the normal distance is
d(M (θ; pi ), qj ) = |(M (θ; pi ) − qj )T η̂ j |.

Combinations of constraints are also possible.
• ρ(u) is a robust loss function [31, 59, 70], monotonically non-decreasing as a function of |u|.
A least-squares loss function is obtained by making ρ(u) = u2 , but because mismatches
are common, robust loss functions, which down-grade the significance of mismatches, are
crucial [31, 59, 70]. See Figure 5 for plots of example functions.
2
See [33, Ch. 3] for formulations where error distances are measured in both images. These more complicated
minimization problems are beyond the scope of our discussion.
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Matched
trace points

Current transformation

Matched landmarks

I2

I1

Figure 4: A schematic illustrating distance metrics on landmarks and on trace centerpoints. The
region around a vascular landmark is shown in I1 , including the landmark location itself and a
separate trace point. These are mapped onto I2 using the current transformation and matched
against the landmark location and trace points. The landmark location match should generate
a Euclidean distance constraint, whereas the trace point match, which is in fact mismatched
slightly, should generate constraint that measures point-to-line distance. The line is the local,
linear approximation to the contour, with tangent vectors shown.
1.2
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Figure 5: Plots of the robust loss function ρ(u) (a) and weight function w(u) = ρ0 (u)/u (b)
for the Beaton-Tukey biweight loss function, the Cauchy loss function and the quadratic loss
function, which equates to least-squares estimation. The weight function is used in the iteratively reweighted least-squares implementation of M-estimators [36]. The Beaton-Tukey is chosen
because it most aggressively rejects outliers, providing no weight to matches with normalized distances greater than about 4 standard deviations.
• σ is the error scale, which is the (robust) standard deviation of the error distances. This
must be estimated carefully: when the estimate σ̂ is too small correct correspondences may
be treated as outliers, but when σ̂ is too large mismatches may be treated as inliers. Either
case causes bias in the transformation estimate. A different issue is that as written, the
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objective function shown in ( 1) is minimized by σ → ∞. This can be avoided by adding
a log(σ) term [37] or by (robustly) estimating and then fixing σ using a separate process
during minimization [70].
• To avoid the trivial minimum corresponding to C = {}, restrictions are often placed on C. A
common one is to make P a subset of the points from I1 and require a single correspondence
in C for each p ∈ P. We will make this assumption throughout the paper.
Various instantiations of the ICP algorithm differ primarily in the type of data, and the
choices of mapping function and distance metric. They also differ in the data representations
and matching techniques, but mainly these are implementation details. Once these are specified
and the data sets and initial value of θ are provided, ICP is straightforward. It simply works
by alternately fixing θ and estimating C and then fixing C and estimating θ, repeating until
convergence. Multiple starting points may be provided and the ICP algorithm may be embedded
in a multiresolution hierarchy, but our primary concern is the algorithm itself. Once substantial
improvements are made, the new algorithm can be combined with a variety of initialization
techniques. The improvements made will allow convergence to a desirable estimate from weaker
initial conditions, reducing the significance of initialization.

3

The Dual-Bootstrap ICP Algorithm

The improvements of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm are obtained through manipulating the
structure of the objective function (1) during minimization. The final minimization is the same
however. This manipulation is done in two ways:
• The image I1 point set P is not treated as fixed. Instead, it is dictated by the bootstrap
region, R, which starts as a small, compact subset of the image I1 data and eventually
grows to encompass the entire portion of I1 that overlaps I2 . We denote the sequence of
regions by (R1 , . . . , Rt , . . .) where the subscript t indicates the iteration number, and write
the point set as Pt = P(Rt ) to indicate the region dependency.
• A set of transformation models M and associated parameter vectors θ is used, not just
a single model. We denote the model set by {M1 , . . . , Mf } and the sets of associated
parameter vectors by {θ 1 , . . . , θ f }. One of these models is automatically selected for each
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bootstrap region, Rt . The set of models may or may not form a nested hierarchy. The
model set is needed when the data from which the estimates are initialized does not provide
enough information for a reliable estimate of the parameters of the full model. (A restricted
form of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm can be used with only a single model.) Let Mmt
denote the model selected at iteration t for region Rt , and let θ̂ mt denotes the associated
estimate of the model parameter vector.
Thus, at each iteration of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm, a 6-tuple is determined:

(Rt , Pt , Ct , Mmt , θ̂ mt , σ̂t ).

As the algorithm converges, Rt should stabilize on the portion of I1 overlapping I2 , Ct should be
a correct set of correspondences for this region, Mmt should be the full model, and θ̂ mt and σ̂t
should approach the correct model and scale parameters.

3.1

Algorithm Outline

The outline of the actual algorithm is straightforward given the above discussion. It is again
important to note that the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm is an iterative minimization technique
and therefore procedures outside the algorithm should provide the starting estimate. Thus, the
following description is based on a single starting estimate.
1. Establish the initial bootstrap region R1 in a small area around where the initial estimate
is computed, and initialize model Mm1 to be the lowest order model.
2. t = 1;
3. While the estimate has not converged
(a) Select the points Pt from Rt .
(b) Apply robust ICP to determine the correspondence set, Ct , the transformation estimate θ̂mt , and the scale estimate σ̂t . Calculate the covariance matrix, Σmt , of the
estimate.
(c) Bootstrap the model: using the correspondence set, Ct , and the covariance matrix Σmt ,
apply a model selection technique to choose the new model Mmt+1 . If Mmt 6= Mmt+1 ,
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calculate a new covariance matrix.
(d) Bootstrap the region: Use the covariance matrix, Σmt , and the new model Mmt+1
to expand the region based on the covariance propagation error. The growth rate is
inversely related to the error.
(e) Check for convergence. The algorithm will converge just like normal ICP after the
bootstrap region, Rt , stabilizes.
(f) t = t + 1
Details are described in the following subsections.

3.2

Bootstrap Regions

For simplicity, the bootstrap regions Rt are rectangular. Other region shapes may be used
without affecting the structure of the algorithm.

3.3

Covariance and Transfer Error

The covariance matrix of the parameter vector estimate [71] is needed in both model selection and
region growth. The parameter estimate is denoted by θ̂. The covariance matrix is approximated
by the inverse Hessian of E(θ̂)
Σmt = H−1 (E(θ̂ mt )).

(2)

Here, E(·) is as defined in Equation 1, with the correspondence set Ct fixed. Hence, the inverse
Hessian is computed just with respect to the model parameter vector. There is no need to scale
the inverse Hessian by the error variance because the error variance is included in the objective
function.
The formation of the matching constraints plays an important role in (2). These constraints
must realistically describe the information that is truly provided by a correspondence. To take
an extreme and somewhat unrealistic example, suppose the points pi are sampled from a single,
infinite line in image I1 and matched to a corresponding infinite line in I2 . Let the corresponding
points found by ICP on the line be qi , and suppose just rotation and translation are being
estimated. Then, if Euclidean distance constraints are used in (1), the covariance matrix will
appear to be extremely stable, whereas if normal distance constraints (Section 2) are used, the
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covariance matrix will be unstable. Clearly, the latter is correct because translation along the
line is undetermined. This is the aperture problem in registration.
The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm uses Σmt in bootstrapping the model, and in bootstrapping the region. In the latter, Σmt is applied to calculate the transfer uncertainty in mapping a
point from I1 to I2 [33, Ch. 4]. Let point p be an image location in I1 and let p0 = Mmt (θ̂ mt ; p)
be the transformed location in I2 . Computing the covariance of p0 requires the Jacobian of the
transformation:
J(p) =

∂M (θ̂ mt ; p)
.
∂p

Combining this with Σmt gives the covariance of the transformed point:
Σp0 = J(p) Σmt J(p)T .

(3)

This equation may be generalized as required when the points are more than just coordinate
locations.

3.4

Robust ICP

A robust version of the standard ICP algorithm is used as part of the Dual Bootstrap ICP
algorithm. Recall that standard ICP alternates steps of matching and parameter estimation.
The main innovations here are in robust parameter estimation and especially in error scale
estimation.
In matching, the standard ICP technique is to find the closest feature point to p0 = Mmt (θ̂ mt ; p),
where p is one of the feature points in Pt selected from Rt . A variety of techniques, such as digital
distance maps [6, 21] in 2D, octree splines [72] and z-buffering [1], may be used to accelerate this
process [3, 60]. All of the matches are placed in the correspondence set Ct for this iteration.
Given Ct , the new estimate of the transformation parameters θ̂ mt is computed by minimizing

Et (θ mt ) =

X

ρ(d(Mmt (θ mt ; p), q)/σ̂).

(4)

(p,q)∈Ct

As discussed earlier, ρ is a robust “loss” function. Three robust loss functions are illustrated in
Figure 5. Equation 4 may be solved using iteratively-reweighted least-squares (IRLS) [36], with
weight function w(u) = ρ0 (u)/u. The minimization process alternates weight recalculation using
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a fixed parameter estimate with weighted least-squares estimation of the parameters. LevenbergMarquardt techniques may also be used to minimize Et (·).
The choice of loss functions is motivated by looking at the associated weight functions illustrated in Figure 5. The least-squares loss function has a constant weight, the Cauchy weight
function descends and asymptotes at 0, while the Beaton-Tukey biweight function has a hard
limit beyond which the weight is 0. The latter is important for rejecting errors due to mismatches.
The details of the Beaton-Tukey biweight are

ρ(u) =





 a2 1 − (1 −
6

  
u 2 3
a



 a2

|u| > a

6

and
w(u) =

|u| ≤ a





 1−

 
u 2 2
a



0

|u| ≤ a
|u| > a.

Using, a ≈ 4.0 [36], means that correspondences producing errors larger than about 4 error
standard deviations have no weight. Other loss functions sharing this hard-limit property could
also be used.
This discussion shows why accurately estimating the error scale, σ, is crucial. Estimation of
error scale is done for each set of correspondences at the start of reweighted least-squares. We use
a technique called MUSE that automatically adjusts its estimate by determining the fraction of
(approximately) correct matches [50, 51]. This is important because sometimes more than 50%
of the feature points in Rt are mismatched. (An example of this occurs during the registration
process shown in Figure 3 when Rt covers about half the overlap between images.) Let rj =
|d(Mmt (θ̂ mt ; p), q)| be the absolute error estimate for the jth correspondence using the current
estimate θ̂ mt of the transformation parameters. Let r1:N , r2:N , . . . , rN :N be a rearrangement of
these values into non-decreasing order. Then for any k, r1:N , . . . , rk:N are the k smallest errors.
A scale estimate may be generated from r1:N , . . . , rk:N as
σk2

=

Pk

2
j=1 rj:N

C(k, N )

,

where C(k, N ) is a computed correction factor. This factor makes σk2 an unbiased estimate of
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the variance of a normal distribution using only the first k out of N errors. The intuition behind
MUSE is seen by considering the effect of outliers on σk2 . When when k is large enough to start
to include outliers (errors from incorrect matches), values of σk2 starts to increase substantially.
When k is small enough to include only inliers, σk2 is small and approximately constant. Thus,
we can simply evaluate σk2 for a range of values of k (e.g. 0.35N, 0.40N, . . . 0.95N ), and choose
the smallest σk2 . To avoid values of k that are too small, we in fact take the minimum variance
value of σk2 , not just the smallest σk2 . Details are in [50, Chapter 3].

3.5

Bootstrapping the Model

Increasing complexity models can and should be used as the bootstrap region, Rt , increases in
size and includes more constraints. Changing the model order must be done carefully, however.
Switching to higher order models too soon causes the estimate to be distorted by noise. Switching
too late causes modeling error to increase the error scale, σ̂, and causes misalignments on the
boundaries of Rt . Both of these cause mismatching. An example of the latter is shown in Figure 6.
To select the correct model for each bootstrap region, statistical model selection techniques are
applied.
Automatic model selection is a well-studied problem [7, 75], and experimental analysis shows
that none of the techniques is ideal [7]. All techniques choose the model that optimizes a trade-off
between the fitting accuracy of high-order models and the stability of low-order models. The
current Dual-Bootstrap ICP model selection criteria is adapted from [7]. The expression is
X
dm
log 2π −
wi ri2 + log det(Σθ ),
2

(5)

i

where dm is the degrees of freedom in the model,

2
i wi ri

P

is the sum of the robustly-weighted

transformation errors, and det(Σθ ) is the determinant of the parameter estimate covariance
matrix. Notice that if Σθ is not full-rank, then the third term goes to −∞.
In the model bootstrap step of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm, expression (5) is evaluated
for each model, M1 , . . . , Mf , using the fixed set of matches Ct determined by robust ICP in
iteration t. For each model, iteratively-reweighted least-squares estimation is applied, and the
final weights, error residuals, and computed covariance matrix are used to evaluate (5). The
model yielding the largest value is taken as the new model, Mmt+1 .
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One step that could be added is to allow rematching with different models prior to model
selection — in other words to run full robust ICP for each model. If there is a smooth transition
between models, which means that the switch in models in a fixed bootstrap region, Rt , does not
dramatically change the mapped locations of points in Rt , then this is unlikely to be necessary.
This issue is discussed further in Section 6.
The final issue in bootstrapping the model is that an appropriate set of models must be
chosen. This is an application-specific consideration, but two concerns must be addressed. First,
the models should be based on geometrically-plausible approximations to the image-wide transformation. Otherwise, the added degrees of freedom can lead to improper distortions of the
transformation in response to mismatches and noise. Second, there should be a gradual increase
in the precision of the models as applied in the given application. Otherwise, the algorithm may
stay with a lower-order model too long (Figure 6) or switch to a higher-order model too early.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: An example using retinal image registration showing an example of mismatching at the
border of the region if the change in model order occurs too late. In (a) a similarity transformation
is used for a large bootstrap region, and the vascular structure on the left border (indicated by
the arrow) is mismatched. (Matches are shown by the yellow line segments.) As seen in (b)
this eventually causes convergence to the incorrect final transformation estimate. In our actual
implementation this mistake does not happen because bootstrap model selection switches to a
higher-order model before Rt grows to include this area of the image.

3.6

Bootstrapping the Region – Region Expansion

The bootstrap region is expanded based on transfer error (Section 3.3) for points on the boundary of Rt , with lower transfer error leading to faster bootstrap region growth. In the current
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algorithm, region Rt is rectangular. Each side of Rt is expanded independently, allowing more
rapid expansion where there is less ambiguity (see Figure 3). For each segment, let u be the
point in the center of the segment that defines the side (see Figure 7 for a depiction of Rt for
two-dimensional images), let d be the outward normal at u, let u0 be the transformed location
of u based on the current model and estimate, and let Σu0 be the covariance matrix for this
point (Equation 3). Note that all of these estimates are computed in a coordinate system that is
aligned with the center of Rt . The uncertainty of the transformation of u in outward direction
d, is
U (u, d) = max(1, dT Σu0 d).
The change in location u is


|uT d|β
U (u, d)



d.

Here, β determines the maximum expansion rate at each side. The lower bound of 1 in U (u, d)
prevents region growth that is too rapid. Clearly, as U (u, d) → ∞, the expansion of u goes to
0. The new region Rt+1 is the rectangle (in two-dimensions) formed by the expanded sides. The
growth parameter β is set based on the desired maximum growth rate. For example, setting β
√
to 2 − 1 ensures that Rt does no more than double in area in each iteration.
center of the region

dt = (0,1)

expansion point

ut

dl = (−1,0)

expansion direction

ul

ur

dr = (1,0)

ub
db= (0,−1)

Figure 7: The bootstrap region is expanded by moving out perpendicular to each side. In
directions where the estimate is more stable, expansion is faster.
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Retinal Image Registration Using Dual-Bootstrap ICP

A major consequence of the sophisticated minimization technique of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP
algorithm is that the initial conditions from which it can converge are substantially weakened.
We have described it as requiring just a “toe hold” on an accurate alignment. This means that
the initial estimate must be accurate enough to generate (mostly) correct correspondences in the
bootstrap region in the first iteration.
For retinal image registration, this is crucial. In high-quality images of healthy retinas,
many landmarks are available to initialize matching. In lower quality images or in images of
unhealthy retinas, fewer landmarks are prominent. Therefore, we implement the Dual-Bootstrap
ICP algorithm in retina image registration to start from a similarity transformation initialized
by matching a single pair of landmarks or by matching two pairs of landmarks. The algorithm
tests many different initial correspondences, allowing the Dual-Bootstrap ICP to converge for
each. It stops and accepts as correct a registration having a stable transformation and a highly
accurate alignment. As we will see, the complete algorithm has nearly flawless performance.
Here are some of the important implementation details:
Point sets: As discussed earlier, the points (Figure 1) are the blood vessel centerlines and landmarks — branches and cross-over points of blood vessels — extracted using an exploratory
algorithm described in [8, 66, 27]. The centerline points are characterized by location,
orientation and width, while the landmarks are characterized by their center location, the
orientation of the blood vessels that meet to form them, and the widths of these vessels
(Figure 8).
Invariants: Matches between two landmarks, one in each image, or between pairs of landmarks
in each image are generated by computing and comparing invariants [4, 53]. Invariants for
a single landmark are blood vessel width ratios and blood vessel orientations (Figure 8),
giving a five-component invariant signature vector. The invariant signature of a set of
two landmarks is a six-component vector (Figure 9). The line segment drawn between the
two landmarks forms an axis, and the orientation of each of the three landmark angles is
computed with respect to this axis, giving the six components. The combination of two
types of invariant is used because the single-landmark invariants are the limit of what can
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be accomplished by matching landmarks, whereas the pair-invariants allow more flexibility
to changes in orientation and mismeasurement of blood-vessel width.

Figure 8: A landmark is characterized by a center location qc , the orientations φj of the three
blood vessels that meet to form it and the widths wj of the blood vessel. The traced vascular
centerline points are illustrated by the small, hollow circles on the leftmost vessel. Differences in
orientations and the ratios of the blood vessel widths are invariant to rotation, translation and
scaling of the image — a similarity transformation. The orientations themselves are invariant to
translation and scaling.

Figure 9: The invariant signature of a pair of landmarks. The line segment drawn between
the two landmarks forms an axis, and the orientation of each of the three landmark angles is
computed with respect to this axis, giving a six-component signature vector.

Initial matching: The invariant signature vectors for one- and two-landmark sets are computed
separately for each image, I1 and I2 , and then matched (each set separately). At least
one match is found for each signature vector. Additional matches are determined when
the Mahalanobis distance between signature vectors is within a chi-squared uncertainty
bound. Each signature match produces a set of one or two landmark correspondences.
These sets are ordered for testing by chi-squared confidence levels. For each set, a similarity
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transformation is computed which generates the initial transformation.
Iterative matching: The matching constraints during iterative minimization of Dual-Bootstrap
ICP are point-to-line matches (illustrated in Figure 4). To facilitate matching, the centerline points are stored in a digital distance map [6, 21]. The initial bootstrap region, R1 ,
around a single landmark correspondence is (somewhat arbitrarily) chosen to be a square
whose width is 10 times the width of the thickest blood vessel forming the landmark. The
initial bootstrap region around a pair of landmarks is the smallest rectangle enclosing what
would be the individual initial regions. Early in the minimization process, the matching
constraints are generated from the boundaries of the blood vessels in Rt , yielding two
constraints from each point. This helps constrain the magnification in the similarity transformation. As the region is grown, a switch is made to matching just centerline points,
because these are more stable. The switch is made when the similarity transformation
parameter estimate is sufficiently stable based on centerline matches alone.
Transformation Model Set: Four transformation models have been considered: similarity,
affine, “reduced quadratic” and quadratic [9, 11] as illustrated in Table 1. All but the
reduced quadratic, which is new here, have been used in retinal image registration before.
The reduced quadratic can be derived as an approximation to the change induced in a
weak-perspective camera when a sphere rotates about its center. As seen in the table, it
has the same number of degrees of freedom as the affine model, but is much more accurate.
The affine model is in fact problematic. Its extra degrees of freedom as compared to the
similarity model allow shearing, which is unrealistic for retinal imaging. In practice, we
do not use the affine model, although the model selection technique would automatically
ignore it anyway.
Termination Criteria: The termination criteria are straightforward. For a single initial estimate, the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm stops bootstrap region growth when the region,
Rt , encompasses the apparent area of overlap between the two images. From then on only
the model selection and robust ICP process are applied until they converge as well. If the
median matching error of the resulting transformation is sufficiently low (threshold of 1.5
pixels, as determined empirically [11]) and the quadratic transformation parameters are
sufficiently stable, this transformation is accepted as correct. In addition, purely for effi-
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Transformation

Equation

Similarity

q=

6

4.58 pixels

θ11 θ12 θ13 θ14 0 θ14
θ21 −θ13 θ12 θ24 0 θ24



X(p − p0 )

6

2.41 pixels



12

0.64 pixels

Reduced quadratic

q=

5.05 pixels

X(p)







4



q=

Quadratic


θ11 θ12 θ13 0 0 0
X(p)
θ21 −θ13 θ12 0 0 0

Accuracy

θ11 θ12 θ13 0 0 0
θ21 θ22 θ23 0 0 0

Affine

q=



DoF

θ11 θ12 θ13 θ14 θ15 θ16
θ21 θ22 θ23 θ24 θ25 θ26

X(p)

Table 1: The set of transformation models used in retinal image registration. To clarify notation
in the equations, p = (x, y)T is an image location in I1 and q = (u, v)T is the transformed image
location in I2 . X(p) = (1, x, y, x2 , xy, y 2 ) is a second-order basis. Finally, p0 is the center of the
region of overlap between the images. This is required in the reduced quadratic model, but is
used in practice in all models. In addition to the formulations, the table also shows the degrees
of freedom (DoF) in each model and the average alignment error on 1024 × 1024 images.
ciency reasons, estimated transformations that are clearly incorrect are rejected early, prior
to convergence, if either of the following (heuristic) conditions holds: (a) the covariance
matrix of the current estimate, Σmt , is unstable (as measured by its condition number),
(b) the estimate θ̂ mt is too uncertain for bootstrap region Rt to expand when the quadratic
model has been chosen.

5

Experimental Analysis

This section presents the results of a large number of experiments using the Dual-Bootstrap ICP
in retinal image registration. The presentation illustrates the nearly flawless performance of the
algorithm and then illustrates the importance of each major component of the dual bootstrapping
process.

5.1

Data and Analysis

The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on two groups of image data sets. One
contains images from 18 different healthy eyes, with 15-25 images in each set. These images
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show a wide range of views of each retinal fundus, and some pairs of images of the same eye
have no overlap whatsoever. The second data set contains images from 40 different eyes with
various pathologies, yielding 300 image pairs. Some of these pairs were taken at the same time,
while others were taken with time differences of months or even years. Results are presented
for the two data sets separately because the second, “pathology” set is more challenging, but
much smaller. Figure 3 illustrates the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm on images of an unhealthy
retina taken at the same sitting. Figure 10 illustrates the algorithm on a pair of images taken
two months apart. Figure 11 illustrates the algorithm on a pair of images of a healthy retina.
All images in our dataset are 1024 × 1024 pixels.
Measuring performance requires a means of validation, preferably ground truth. Manually
generated ground truth is extremely difficult for such a large data set, and our experience is
that this is less accurate than automatic registration anyway. Fortunately, we have a multipart
alternative strategy. First, for the set of images from any given eye, we can jointly align all
images, including pairs that have little or no overlap, using a joint, multi-image mosaicing algorithm [10]. This uses constraints generated from pairwise registration, and produces quadratic
transformations (see Table 1) between all pairs of images, even ones that failed pairwise registration. (Viewing the set of images as nodes in an undirected graph and the successful pairwise
registrations as edges in the graph, the only requirement is that the graph be connected.) We
then manually validate the resulting transformations by viewing the alignment of the images. It
is important to note that no image in our data set was left out by this technique! We therefore
have “correct” transformations for all possible image pairs in our data set. The alignment error
averages less than 1 pixel.
Having these validated transformations is the basis for the crucial next step: developing
approximate upper bounds on the performance of point-based registration. Taking the set of
vascular landmarks and centerline points for each image as given and fixed, we ask the question,
“what is the best possible performance of an ICP-like registration algorithm?” Referring back
to the objective function in Equation 1, for any pair of images we can start from the “correct”
transformation and therefore find an excellent approximation to the correct set of matches (again,
with the point sets fixed). From there we can determine the covariance of the transformation
estimate. If the condition number of this matrix indicates that the transformation is sufficiently
stable, we say that a point-based registration between these image pairs is possible. Denoting
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: Illustrating the Dual Bootstrap ICP retinal image registration algorithm on a pair of
images from an unhealthy eye taken taken 2 months apart. The images are shown in panels (a)
and (b). The vascular centerline points and landmarks are shown in (c) and (d). Panel (e) shows
the alignment of the two images based on a locally-correct initial transform. Panel (f) shows the
final global alignment estimated by the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm starting from this initial
estimate.
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these pairs as Mh and Mp for the healthy and pathology sets respectively, we can measure
the success rate of our algorithm as a percentage of the sizes of these two sets. This is our
first performance bound. Our second, and tighter bound, restricts Mh and Mp by eliminating
image pairs that have no common landmarks. We can discover this by using the “correct”
transformations to find corresponding landmarks. We refer to the reduced sets as M1h and
M1p . Success rates on these sets separates performance of initialization from performance of the
iterative minimization of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm and gives an idea of how well it does
given a reasonable starting point. The cardinalities of these sets are |Mh | = 5, 753, |Mp | = 369,
|M1h | = 5, 611, and |M1p | = 361.

5.2

Overall Performance

The first and most important measure of overall performance is the success rate — the percentage
of image pairs for which a correct (within 1.5 pixels of error) transformation estimate is obtained.
This is summarized in the following table for the healthy-eye and pathology-eye datasets:

healthy — Mh (%)
pathology — Mp (%)

all pairs
97.0
97.8

one landmark pairs
99.5
100

Table 2: Overall success rate of the Dual-Bootstrap ICP retinal image registration algorithm on
healthy-eye and pathological-eye images. The first column, labeled “all pairs”, is for all “correct”
image pairs — the sets Mh and Mp . The second column, labeled “one landmark”, is for all
“correct” image pairs having at least one common landmark — the sets M1h and M1p .

These numbers are extremely high, and show virtually flawless performance of the overall
registration algorithm, including initialization, and the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm in particular. (By comparison, our previous retinal image registration algorithm [11], which was based
on matching landmarks and their surroundings, was 67.1% for the healthy-eye set, Mh .) The
few failures are due to having few common landmarks or a combination of sparse centerline trace
points and low overlap. This is illustrated using a bar chart in Figure 12. To reinforce this,
for image pairs that overlap in at least 35% of the pixels and have at least one correspondence,
there were no failures. This involved over 4000 image pairs. An example pair for which the algorithm failed in shown in Figure 13. These images have 32% overlap and one common landmark.
This performance means that the overall algorithm is ready for large-scale clinical testing and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11: Illustrating the Dual Bootstrap ICP retinal image registration algorithm on a healthyeye image pair that has 50% overlap. The images are shown in panels (a) and (b). The vascular
centerline points and landmarks are shown in (c) and (d). Panel (e) shows the alignment of the
two images based on a locally-correct initial transform. Panel (f) shows the final global alignment
estimated by the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm starting from this initial estimate.
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application to change detection and visualization.
As an aside, the apparently counter-intuitive result that the pathology data set has higher
success rate is explained by the pathology image pairs having higher overlap, on average. The
healthy-eye images were deliberately taken to obtain complete views of the fundus, whereas the
pathology-eye images were taken to capture the diseased region(s).
1
0.9

Dual_Bootstrap ICP
Stable

0.8
0.7

success rate

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
0.6
fraction of overlap

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 12: Plotting the percentage of successful retinal image registrations as a function of
overlap between images. The plots include all image pairs, not just those for which a stable
transformation is available. The percentage for the Dual-Bootstrap ICP based algorithm and
the percentage of stable transformation are both shown for each interval. When the two heights
are equal, 100% success was obtained by Dual-Bootstrap ICP. Plotting the results this way shows
the overall difficulty in obtaining enough information to register at extremely low overlaps. Even
here, however, the success rate of the algorithm nearly matches the best possible for a fixed set
of points.
As a final indication of the overall algorithm, here is a summary of some additional experimental details:
• Using matching of single landmarks between images resulted in a 96.7% success rate,
whereas matching pairs of landmarks from each image resulted in a 90.4% success rate.
Since the overall performance was 97.0%, the combination of both ded improve performance, although single landmark matching alone was nearly as effective.
• The growth rate parameter, β, which is the only tuning parameter, had little effect on
the overall success rate of the algorithm. We tested values of β ranging from 0.25, which
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: Two images having 32% overlap and one common landmark where the Dual-Bootstrap
ICP retinal image registration algorithm failed. The images are shown in (a) and (b) and the
landmarks and traces are shown in (c) and (d) with the common landmark circled. There are
significant missing traces in (d). This problem has been fixed in the latest version of the tracing
algorithm.
corresponds to growing the area by at most a factor of 1.56 per iteration, to 1.0, which
corresponds to maximum area growth factor of 4 per iteration, without changing the success
rate of the algorithm. Values of β beyond 1.0 caused a very gradual reduction in the
effectiveness, with β = 8 still having a 96.6% success rate on Mh .
• The value of β =

√

2 − 1, which corresponds to at most doubling the area in each itera-

tion, resulted in a median of 10 bootstrapping iterations. Larger values of β caused fewer
iterations. For example, β = 1.0 caused a median of 6 iterations.
• Over the entire dataset, including both healthy and pathology eye images, the median
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number of matches tried before the algorithm succeeded was 1 and the average was 5.5.
The large difference between the median and the average is caused by a small number of
image pairs that required an extremely large number of initial estimates before success.
The worst was 746.
• The execution time required by the algorithm varied considerably with the number of initial
estimates required before success. On a 933MHz Pentium III computer running FreeBSD,
the median time was 5 seconds. Much of the time was taken in building the matching
database for pairs. Eliminating the use of pairs reduced the median time to 3.5 seconds.

5.3

Evaluation of Dual-Bootstrapping

Given the nearly flawless performance of our retinal image registration algorithm, the crucial
issue is how much of it is due to the Dual-Bootstrap ICP formulation. We can address this
by removing each of the three major components from the Dual-Bootstrap algorithm in turn:
region growth, model selection, and robust estimation. The results are summarized in Table 3
and discussed as follows.
Region growth: Removing bootstrap region growth means that the initial similarity estimate
was used to generate image-wide correspondences, as in standard ICP, and then the algorithm was run with no bootstrap region growth. Robust estimation and model selection
were still used, although the latter played a minor role. The success rates were 89.4% and
82.4%. The drop is most significant — 16% — in the pathology set, which substantiates
the need for the Dual-Bootstrap algorithm on more difficult images. As interesting asides,
without bootstrap region growth, twice as many initial matches were tried, and pairs of
landmark correspondences were used 26% more often.

Healthy Mh (%)
Pathology Mp (%)

No region growth
89.4
82.4

No model selection
84.7
80.5

No robustness
39.0
12.5

Table 3: Success rates of retinal image registration when each of the three main component of
the Dual-Bootstrapping ICP algorithm was removed separately: region growth, model selection,
and robust estimation. These are significantly lower than the 97.0% and 97.8% numbers for the
overall algorithm.
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Model selection: When bootstrap model selections was eliminated, a single model was used
for the entire process of bootstrap region growth and robust ICP refinement. The natural
model to use is the quadratic. The first set of quadratic parameters was estimated from the
correspondences in the initial bootstrap region. Using the quadratic model only led to a low
success rate, as shown in Table 3. On the other hand, when we initialized an intermediate
model — the reduced quadratic — from the initial bootstrap region, allow the algorithm
to run to convergence, and then switch to the quadratic transformation, performance was
much better: 94.1% on the healthy-eye set and 94.6% on the pathology-eye set. The reason
for this improvement is that the reduced quadratic is relatively accurate without requiring
too many constraints. Still, however, model selection is important for the most difficult
image pairs. Using the similarity transformation for bootstrap region growth is worse than
reduced quadratic — 91.7% and 93.0% — but not as bad as the quadratic.
Robust estimation: At first thought, the dual-bootstrapping process might seem to eliminate
the need for robust estimation, because the growth process ensures reliable correspondences. This is not true, of course. By replacing the Beaton-Tukey ρ function with a
least-squares ρ function, the performance became dramatically worse (Table 3). This is
because mismatches are still clearly possible. If matching was limited to distances based on
a combination of modeling and transfer error (as will be discussed in detail in Section 6),
then robust estimation would not be as important. But, clearly this would be its own
form of robust estimation and use what amounts to a truncated quadratic. Finally, further
experiments showed that the use of MUSE scale estimator over a more common estimator
such as median absolute deviation [57] improved the effectiveness of the overall algorithm
(93.3% and 88.3%).
Clearly, these experiments show that all components of the Dual-Bootstrap algorithm are important, with importance increasing substantially for the more difficult pathology eye data set.

6

Discussion

The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm has been described in general terms and then implemented
and tested in a complete technique for retinal image registration. The results far outperform any
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current algorithm for this specific application. We have claimed that the algorithm is broadly
useful, however. To establish this, it is important to compare the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm
(a) to other techniques that have been used to improve ICP and (b) more generally to other pointbased registration algorithms. It is also important to establish mathematically the conditions
under which it should be used rather than standard (but robust) ICP. Finally, we must consider
circumstances under which the algorithm might fail.

6.1

Comparison to Related Techniques

We compare the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm to five classes of techniques that have been used
to improve ICP:
• Several published papers have used genetic algorithms and simulated annealing for a broad
search of the landscape of possible parameter estimates [5, 13, 15, 45]. Closest point
correspondences are used to evaluate each parameter estimate, with eventual application
of ICP for final refinement. The Dual-Bootstrap ICP makes such coarse search techniques
unnecessary if locally-accurate bootstrap region estimates can be obtained. Indeed, for the
retinal image registration problem our algorithm appears to be far better than currently
published techniques using genetic algorithms and simulated annealing [47, 56], based on
the results reported in the papers.
• When a significant number of distinctive features can be obtained, geometric hashing is an
efficient, reliable alignment method, especially for similarity transformations [30]. Clearly,
this assumes much more about the quality of the data than the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm.
• By enriching the feature set, matching can be improved, both prior to ICP and during ICP
[44, 65, 74]. Both lead to a broader domain of convergence. This approach is complementary
to the Dual Bootstrap ICP algorithm, which is designed to maximize the effectiveness of
registration for a given, fixed registration point (feature) set. Enriched features and DualBootstrap ICP can be used in combination.
• Multiresolution techniques have been used for many years in registration [24, 62, 63] and
a variety of other applications [2]. Multiresolution works from coarse descriptions of the
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entire image / data set and (perhaps) simpler models, using the results at coarse resolutions as starting points for finer resolution refinement. By contrast the Dual-Bootstrap
ICP algorithm, together with appropriate initialization techniques, takes a local-to-global
approach, focusing on small regions of the data first and then expanding to cover the entire data set. The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm could be combined with multiresolution
methods by applying it at the coarsest resolution.
• Robust techniques based on minimal subset random-sampling have been used for difficult
registration and transformation estimation problems [33, 76, 77, 79], including applications
of ICP [13, 46]. The difference that the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm offers is important.
Minimal subset random sampling [26, 58] requires a sufficient set of correspondences to
generate a full model. When using the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm, a much weaker
initial model may be used, with fewer initial correspondences. This implies that the DualBootstrap ICP algorithm can succeed where minimal subset random sampling fails.
• The final comparison is to the robust point matching (RPM) algorithm [17]. This uses a soft
assignment of point correspondences, smoothing-spline transformations, and deterministic
annealing to align point sets. Thus, it globally considers all matches and gradually refines
the matches and the spline transformation parameters simultaneously. This contrasts with
the Dual-Bootstrap ICP local (small region) to global (large region) refinement with gradual
incorporation of more matches. Intuitively, therefore, the Dual-Bootstrap ICP approach
seems more applicable to situations where information in small data regions provides a
“toe-hold” on the alignment. Still, because the two algorithms have been used in very
different contexts, further evaluation, perhaps on an experimental test-bed, is needed.

6.2

Utility

Since the ICP algorithm and its variants have been used successfully in a variety of applications,
it is important to address the issue of when the more sophisticated Dual-Bootstrap ICP should be
used instead. The answer is that it depends on the quality of the data, the structural complexity
of the data, and the accuracy of the initial model and parameter estimates. The following
sketches an analysis method to indicate when the Dual-Bootstrap ICP should be considered.
Suppose θ̂ 0 is an initial parameter estimate obtained using initial model M0 . Suppose Σ0 is
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the associated parameter estimate covariance matrix. In applying the standard ICP algorithm,
all points p ∈ P throughout the entire image (see Equation 1) are mapped from I1 to I2 based
on this initial estimate. Our goal is to calculate the uncertainty of this mapping, based on both
the modeling error and the transfer error for this initial estimate, and relate this to the structure
of the data.
In order to determine the modeling error, let θ 0 be the optimal estimate based on the initial
model M0 , and let θ f be the optimal estimate based on the true/final model Mf . (Optimality
here is taken in an asymptotic sense of an estimate from a large number of correct, noise-free
correspondences.) Then, the modeling error at point p is

em (p) = d(M0 (θ 0 ; p), Mf (θ f ; p)).

This is the distance between optimally mapping a point based on the initial and final models.
Clearly, if the initial and final models are the same, ep = 0.
In order to obtain the transfer error, let p0 = M0 (θ 0 ; p) be the transformation of p ∈ P.
Referring back to Equation 3, the transfer error covariance matrix of p0 is

Σp0 = J(p) Σ0 J(p)T .
Let σp2 be the maximum eigenvalue of Σp0 . This gives the maximum transfer error variance
in any direction at p0 . Assuming some reasonable multiplier on the standard deviation, such
as µ = 2.5, the upper bound on the transfer error of point p due to uncertainty in the initial
estimate is
et (p) = µσp .
Finally, the combined modeling and transfer error at point p can then be defined as,

e(p) = ep + µσp

and the maximum error can be defined as

e0 = max e(p).
p∈P
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This may be interpreted by comparing e0 against the structure of the data. If e0 is larger
than or even comparable to the distance between different geometric structures in the data —
different blood vessels, different nerve fibers, different layers of the brain, different surfaces of a
complicated object — then there is substantial potential for ICP mismatches. In this case, the
Dual-Bootstrap ICP should be used in place of “standard” ICP.
Before ending this section, we offer a slightly different view on the utility of the DualBootstrap ICP algorithm. Because it works robustly from only a “toe-hold” on the alignment
between two datasets, it reduces the requirements on initialization. This can lead to a new way of
thinking about approaching a registration or alignment problem. Less cleaning and prefiltering
of the data is needed and more aggressive feature extraction and initialization techniques can be
applied. This could lead to new methods and new successes on previously difficult registration
or even recognition problems.

6.3

Potential Failures

Two conditions where the Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm may fail to converge following a locally
correct initialization should be mentioned:
• This first may occur when the transition between models is not captured by the matching constraints generated by a low-order model. A simple, artificial example is registering
two rectangles that have a significant scaling between them by starting at a single corner
and using a Euclidean transformation (rotation and translation, no scale). Only when
the bootstrap region grows large enough to include a second corner (third side) are constraints available to estimate scale. At this point the implicit scale (1.0) of the Euclidean
transformation may be too far off of the true similarity transformation scale for correct
matching.
• A second condition is when each data set has two or more geometrically separated clusters
and the initial transformation is estimated only in a single cluster. As the gap between
clusters grows, the transfer error will grow with it, potentially leading to mismatches when
the bootstrap region Rt grows to include a second cluster.
While both examples are artificial, they do help to illuminate the Dual-Bootstrap method further.
The first case shows that taking the idea of weak initial estimates too far can be problematic,
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especially if it ignores information, such as clean corners, available in the data. If such a circumstance were to occur in the data, then a more sophisticated method of transitioning between
models would be needed. The second case has actually appeared in rough form in our retinal
image registration experiments due to a large region of missing data. In such circumstances, the
use of accurate models becomes crucial, and this led to the discovery and introduction of the
reduced quadratic transformation.

7

Conclusions

We have introduced and applied a new generalization of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm starts from an initial estimate that is only assumed to
be accurate over a small region. Using the covariance matrix of the estimated transformation parameters as its guide, it “bootstraps” both the region over which the model is applied and choice
of transformation models. It uses a robust version of standard ICP in each bootstrap iteration.
In the context of retinal image registration, when combined with an initialization technique based
on matching single landmarks or pairs of landmarks, it has shown nearly flawless performance in
matching a large set of retinal image pairs. The Dual-Bootstrap ICP algorithm should be used
in place of standard ICP when the combination of modeling and point transfer error of an initial
transformation is comparable to the distance between different curves or surfaces in the data.
Viewed another way, it substantially reduces the requirements on initial matching conditions in
a registration or alignment problem so that only a “toe hold” on the alignment is required of an
initial transformation.
The development of the algorithm raises additional challenges in registration, and these are
the focus of our ongoing work. Most importantly, in the context of retinal image registration,
the success of the algorithm, somewhat counter-intuitively, has thrown the research challenge
back at feature extraction. The algorithm so successfully exploits whatever data are available
that truly the only cause of failure is extremely poor quality image data leading to substantial
missed or spurious features. Thus, robust, low-contrast feature extraction is our ongoing focus
in retinal image registration.
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